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Introduction
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efficiency

𝜖 =
𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑥 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
• match definition 

|𝑧3456 – 𝑧8398:| < 0.3 𝑚𝑚

(𝑍56AA6B − 𝑍D4384E)/𝜎I

Σ𝑝L

Σ𝑝LM

𝝙𝜙(𝛾𝛾, 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑥)

ü NN method  

Input

Output

primary interaction point info

ü Hardest vertex method : adopt the vertex with  highest sum of the 
square of the track transverse momenta



Data samples

¡ Release 21.2.74

• All the MC samples for mc16a, mc16d, mc16e
• derivation tag
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productions MC container name status

ggH mc16_13TeV.343981.PowhegPythia8EvtGen_NNLOPS_nnlo_30_ggH
125_gamgam.deriv.DAOD_HIGG1D1.e5607_s3126_p3665

Mc16a/d/e



number of jetssum of 𝒑𝑻𝟐

𝐍𝐏𝑽sum of 𝒑𝑻

𝝁

ggH, mc16a + mc16d + mc16e

¡ efficiency of NN 
are higher than 
“hardest”
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sum of 𝒑𝑻
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sum of 𝒑𝑻𝟐

𝐍𝐏𝑽

eff(Harest) ~1 > eff(NN)

number of jets

Dependencies for different photon conversion types 



𝒑𝑻
𝜸𝜸 𝝁
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Ø In almost all categories, eff(NN) > eff(Hardest)

Dependencies for different photon conversion types 



Dependencies for different photon conversion types  

¡ for NN vertex: CC ≈ UC = CU >UU

¡ for Hardest vertex: CC > UC = CU > UU

𝝁 𝒑𝑻
𝜸𝜸
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Ø Unconverted photons always account for lower diphoton vertex selection efficiency 
due to lacking of accurate direction information. How to improve it?



BDT training of Di-photon vertex

¡ Aim: determine the primary interaction point

¡ Training sample: (ggF) H->yy

¡ Distinguish the signal and bkg vertices via the distance between rec vertex and 
truth vertex  

• signal vertices (hard-scattering): within 0.3 mm

• background vertices(pile-up): further than 2 mm

¡ Discriminates:
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ref: https://cds.cern.ch/record/2062239



MVA training cut efficiencies
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MLP BDTG



BDTGMLP

Check for overtraining
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ü Train good enough



ü in case 1 the associated primary vertex is selected directly.

ü in other two cases, we will use TMVA framework.

11https://cds.cern.ch/record/2062239/files/ATL-COM-PHYS-2015-1321.pdf

Efficiency v.s. different case
ü Three conditions on the reco level

ü The efficiency for PV/NN vertex
efficiency(ggH) NN vertex PV vertex

case1 97.25% 94.96%

case2 81.77% 50.76%

case3 67.98% 51.22%

total 73.78% 54.35%



BDTG v.s. MLP (ggH)

¡ training samples: sig 3.8k, bkg 50k in all cases

¡ Efficiency difference is very small

¡ MLP(lib) 74.63% > BDTG 73.78% > MLP 73.65%

MLP
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BDTG



Summary and Next to do

¡ Summary

¡ Use full ggH 𝐻 → 𝛾𝛾 MC samples base on Release 21.

¡ efficiency decreases as pileup increases.

¡ Unconverted photon has significant negative impact on diphoton vertex selection 
efficiency.

¡ BDTG and MLP methods have few difference in efficiency performance.

¡ Next to do

¡ How to improve the unconverted photon performance?

¡ As Jingyi’s comments last time, in case 1 and case 2, we have different 
definitions for dz (one uses the HPV Zcommon with silicon hits, but one use the 
positing Zcommon without silicon hits),  are there some possibilities to improve?
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Backup
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¡ The primary interaction point is an input to calculate the photon direction 
and the diphoton invariant mass.

¡ Vertex finding in most analyses will adopt the highest sum of the square of 
the track transverse momenta, i.e. hardest vertex
¡ often incorrect for photons

¡ "Pointing" algorithm. Inputs for Artificial neural networks (NN) as follows:
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• efficiency definition

𝜖 =
𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑥 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
• match definition
|𝑧3456 – 𝑧8398:| < 0.3 𝑚𝑚


